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Go With the FlowGo With the Flow

Game preparation:  Cut out cards and organize them into two piles: WHAT I HAVE cards and GOAL cards. 

How to play: Divide the participants into 3-4 groups. Invite one participant from each group to choose one 
card from each pile. The participant who chose cards shows the rest of their group the objects on their  
WHAT I HAVE card and their GOAL card. 

Each group needs to think of an activity that includes the objects on their WHAT I HAVE card while 
meeting the goal listed on their GOAL card. Note: It’s good to think of activities and goals that respond to 
different participant needs and interests.  

Each group can then present their ideas to the larger group with time to discuss the pros/cons, potential 
length of the activity, elements of creativity and use of structured flexibility!

Optional: Each group can generate many ideas using the same items. You can have 2-3 judges who can
determine the winning suggestion. Continue on to the next player who chooses the next two cards. Enjoy!
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spoonspoon

strawsstraws

chalkchalk

stringstring

cupscups

sockssocks

fanfan

fanfan

bubblesbubbles

markersmarkers

ballball

playing cardsplaying cards

tissuestissues

legoslegos

popcornpopcorn

flashlightflashlight

paper towelspaper towels

spatulaspatula
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cupscups

rubberbandsrubberbands

stickersstickers

paperclipspaperclips

spinnerspinner

popitpopit

pompomspompoms

grey tapegrey tape

roperope

Q-tipsQ-tips

mirrormirror
clayclay

dicedice

leavesleaves

napkinsnapkins

raquetraquet

marblesmarbles

pastapasta
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GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

Move/exerciseMove/exercise

Teach/learn Teach/learn 
a new skilla new skill

Talk to one anotherTalk to one another

Deal with a  Deal with a  
behavior problembehavior problem

LaughLaugh

You choose a goalYou choose a goal
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GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

Overcome a Overcome a 
tough momenttough moment

Take turnsTake turns

Waiting/patienceWaiting/patience

Come out of shellCome out of shell

TeamworkTeamwork

Respect differencesRespect differences


